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Abstract
Active learning enhances engineering education. This paper presents rationale, curriculum supplements, and an approach to active learning that may be seamlessly incorporated into a traditional
lecture-based engineering class. A framework of educational theory that structures the active learning
experiences and includes consideration of learning styles and preferences is discussed. The paper
presents innovative example activities for courses in engineering mechanics designed to meet a variety
of student needs and diverse learning styles. In total, twenty-eight activities were developed and
range from quick hands-on activities which can be done during lecture to multimedia tools. Activities
were targeted at the difficult concepts for mechanics of materials. Typical assessment results, from
three institutions of higher learning, are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of these activities.
Results show that the Active Learning Products (ALPs) increase student learning as compared to a
traditional lecture. ALPs are also effective at various types of institutions of higher learning.
Keywords: active learning, mechanics of materials, hands-on

1. Introduction and Motivation

In many cases, active learning approaches for engineering education improve student learning
[1]. Many engineering professors are aware of the benefits active learning provides and desire to
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incorporate more of these activities and experiences into their classes [2]. Indeed a wide variety
of organizations and funding agencies that promote science education strongly recommend that
institutions of higher education provide greater opportunities for authentic, interdisciplinary, and
student-centered active learning [3–8].
There is considerable literature that addresses the advantages of integrating hands-on experiences in an engineering curriculum [9–21]. Unfortunately, ready to use activities and manipulatives
are frequently not available for a given subject or engineering concept. Often professors’ packed
schedules can be a constraint in aligning the resources available to develop new student-centered
activities. A review of literature finds that some professors are concerned about the implementation
of active learning versus traditional lecture-based courses for this reason and others [22, 23]. The
large class size at universities can also make many active learning techniques seem daunting and
impractical especially to educators who are used to lecture-based instruction.
Contrary to these initial concerns, research suggests that professors who transition their pedagogy
to include active learning experiences in engineering education have multiple positive benefits for
both the educator and the students. Active learning nurtures synchronically learning engineering
concepts and skills instead of learning them in series as is done in lecture-based instruction. This
pedagogical approach to engineering education also creates an efficient forum for assessment
because students can self-assess and professors can use the active learning process to quickly
obtain an authentic evaluation of the student’s learning. This forum for assessment is especially valid
when grading large amounts of work is a challenge and also since some students do not perform
well on written exams. Competencies future engineers can foster from active learning are professional knowledge and skills; application of engineering concepts; organization and management
skills; and communication skills [24–27]. Another positive effect of active learning in engineering
education experiences is that it improves retention, persistence, and promotion of science career
pathways for underrepresented groups [24–27]. Hence, this paradigm shift in pedagogy and curricula is imperative to promote and support diversity in the engineering classrooms and in preparing
global engineers for the future.
This paper presents an approach to hands-on active learning, with pedagogy founded solidly
on educational theory, which is a series of activities for mechanics of materials that can be seamlessly incorporated into large lecture classes. This approach overcomes many of the hurdles for
incorporating active learning into a traditional engineering classroom. We seek to create a series
of activities that may be easily incorporated into a range of classroom settings, from small classes
built around active learning to a large, traditionally lecture format learning environment. To meet
this goal, twenty-eight active learning products (ALPs) for mechanics of materials were devised.
These activities focus on the important and difficult engineering concepts of the topic. This paper
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begins with a summary of the key educational theories and their implications for the development
of ALPs. Next, an overview of the ALPs approach is given followed by example ALPs. Each ALPs
falls into one or more of the five categories for ALPS: Thought Experiments, Investigations, Hands-on
Activities, VisMOM Software, or Opportunities for Creativity. Finally, the evaluation of the ALPs is
briefly overviewed providing evidence for the effectiveness of this approach.

2. Guiding Theories

The key to effective development of innovative educational approaches is their foundation in
learning theories. A number of theories guide the creation, assessment and improvement of our
ALPs. The focus in this paper is on the ALPs and not the method to create them or a detailed assessment of them. A brief overview of the assessment is presented at the end of the paper. Applicable
educational theories range from facilitating active learning to understanding an individual’s learning
styles. Each theory has implications for the development of ALPs. In Figure 1, three learning theories

Figure 1. Pedagogical theory guides the development of the active learning activities.
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are presented with implications and example implementations within an ALP. For example, one of
the guidelines resulting from the Kolb model of learning is that students need a combination of different learning experiences in order to understand a topic deeply. This suggests that ALPs should
be designed to incorporate the complete cycle or they should be designed to compliment other
classroom activities. The example implementation, shown in Figure 1, is for the Brittle and Ductile
Failure ALP (see Section 4.3 for a more detailed description of this activity). This activity guides
the students around Kolb’s learning cycle. First students are asked to hypothesis how the chalk
and Tootsie Roll will fail under bending and torsion loads. Next, the students cause the Tootsie Roll
and chalk to fail. Examples of other brittle and ductile failures are then discussed. Finally students
are asked to reflect on why the two materials failed differently. In the following section the various
pedagogical theories and their implications for ALPs creation are discussed.

2.1. Scaffolding
The term “scaffolding” encompasses the idea that new knowledge is best assimilated when it
is linked to previous experience [28, 29]. A well-planned flow of material that builds on itself and
integrates real-world examples obviously helps provide this “scaffold” for learning. Implications for
ALPs include creating activities where students identify everyday experiences and objects where
a given theory applies. For example, in Figure 1, for the topic of combined loading, students are
asked to identify everyday objects that experience combined loading (see Section 4.2 for more
details of this activity).

2.2. Deductive and Inductive Learning
The terms “deductive learning” or “inductive learning” refer to learning from general to specific or
visa-versa. For example, showing the theory followed by working an example is a form of a deductive process. Most courses use deductive approaches. The literature argues that this approach is not
always appropriate, stating that a mix of the two approaches provides a better learning environment
[30]. Many of the ALPs were designed to be used in both modes so that the instructor may select
either an inductive or deductive presentation. The professors’ notes for each ALP contain suggestions for how the particular ALP can be effectively incorporated into a class.

2.3. Kolb Cycle
The Kolb model describes an entire cycle around which a learning experience progresses [31, 32].
The goal, therefore, is to structure learning activities that will proceed completely around this cycle,
providing the maximum opportunity for full comprehension. This model has been used extensively
to evaluate and enhance engineering teaching [33, 34]. The cycle is shown in Figure 2. Many ALPs
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Figure 2. Kolb Cycle.

are designed to provide learning experiences covering all the steps in the Kolb cycle. Multiple
Kolb steps are often missed in the traditional lecture classes and can be incorporated through the
addition of ALPs.

2.4. Principles of Design for Multimedia
A number of principles for design have been developed for understanding and learning from
multiple forms of media. In combination with pedagogical theory, these design guidelines facilitate
the design of hands-on activities. While these guidelines are focused on design for multimedia, they
apply very well to the design of the ALPs.
Guidelines for Multimedia Design (text, diagrams, etc.) [35, 36]:
1.	Spatial Contiguity Principle: Present corresponding text and illustrations near to each other
rather than far apart.
2. Guide the users in parsing graphical and symbolic representations, for example, exploded diagrams. This assists the user in decomposing a representation accurately into its sub-elements.
3. Make connections between elements and their behaviors. In a mechanical domain, this is the
physical interaction between components.
4. Create representations with close proximity. Different representations of the same entity should
be close together in space and time. An audio commentary should be simultaneously presented
with an animation. Textual descriptions can be linked to diagrams.
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5.	Use novel visualizations to make the causal chains of events explicate. Complex mechanical
systems with branching and merging causal chains are difficult for novices.
6.	Encourage mental animation of static media prior to showing animations. Show snapshots of
a system’s operation or ask questions about how the system works.
7. Time animations at a user’s pace. The presentation speed of an animation should match the
user’s comprehension speed. Users should have control over the speed of an animation or the
animation should be broken down into chucks where the user can pause or replay.
8.	Hyperlinks to the basic physical principles governing a given system should be provided.

2.5. Bloom’s Taxonomy Overview
Bloom’s taxonomy gives six levels at which learning can occur ranging from the lowest level of
listing or reciting knowledge to the highest level of evaluation [37]. In general, higher levels correspond to a more advanced or mature learning process. Thus, we aspire to focus our instruction in
higher education toward the upper levels. The ALPs allow us to assist students in moving higher on
the Bloom’s Taxonomy. Many of the ALPs require students to analyze, evaluate, and create based
on theory taught in class.
2.6. Social Constructivism
The ALPs are framed within a social constructivist framework in an effort to create engineering education experiences that (1) help students to construct deeper understanding of theoretical
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Table 1. Overview of Bloom’s Taxonomy.
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concepts in connection to practical experiences; (2) facilitate students’ engineering skills; and (3)
develop students’ capabilities and dispositions for engaging in collaborative project-based inquiry
and critical thinking skills [38]. To assimilate new information and incorporate it into the existing
knowledge, students need to restructure their knowledge for themselves [39] as fundamentally
created through active learning. This social constructivist approach to teaching assumes that students learn most effectively by engaging in carefully selected collaborative problem-solving activities where the educator facilitates and coaches instead of being a transmitter of knowledge (often
through lecturing). Although there are many variations on the use of collaborative problem solving
in education, most share some common characteristics [40, 41]: (1) students’ learning is anchored
in the first-hand experience of engaging with realistic problems, projects, cases, simulations, and
experiments; (2) students construct or restructure their conceptions by elaborating and explaining
them to others in order to resolve conflict and controversy or to co-construct conceptions [42, 43];
(3) dialogue and negotiation of shared understanding are central to the process; and (4) the purpose
of the activity is not merely problem solving, but learning through the co-construction of knowledge
that may be generalized beyond the specific problem [38]. Furthermore, using ALPs in engineering
education extends tenets of social constructivism into a model of learning built upon communities
of practice [44, 45] where learners are socialized into the practice of the community (in this case,
engineering) through collaboration, direction, and support from an experienced practitioner.

2.7. Learning Styles and Learning Preferences
Three theories are used to understand and evaluate student learning styles and preferences,
Felder-Soloman’s Index of Learning Styles [32, 46, 47], VARK [13] test and Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator [48]. The Felder- Soloman’s Index of Learning Styles is composed of four dimensions
(active/reflective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal, and sequential/global) (Table 2). The ALPs are
designed to meet the needs of students with a range of learning styles. A particular approach to
teaching will often favor a certain learning preference. It is therefore important to conscientiously
incorporate a variety of approaches to meet the various learning preferences. As an example, instructors’ teaching styles often favor sensing over intuitive learning styles. ALPs are designed to
impact all student learning styles effectively.
The VARK test serves as a catalyst for reflection by the student [13]. The student takes a simple
thirteen question multiple choice preference test that is aimed at discovering how they prefer to
receive and process information. After taking the test, the student receives a “preference score” for
each of four areas. The first area, Visual (V), indicates student preference in receiving information
from depictions (information in charts, graphs, flow charts, symbolic arrows, and other devices that
instructors use to represent what could have been presented in words). The second area is Aural
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Table 2. Felder-Soloman’s Index of Learning Styles.

(A). This area indicates the student’s preference for hearing information. The third area, Read/Write
(R), shows a student’s preference for information displayed as words. The fourth area is Kinesthetic
(K). In short, this area indicates a student’s preference for “learning by doing.” By definition, the
“K” area refers to a student’s preference related to the use of experience and practice (simulated
or real). The scoring of the test allows for the student to show mild, moderate or strong learning
preferences for each of the four areas.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) includes four categories of preferences (introvert/extrovert,
sensing/intuition, thinking/feeling, judgment/perception) [48–50]. Although MBTI categorization
is well-established, its use as an indicator of the way people learn is far less common. The sensing/
intuition category provides insight into how a person processes information. Those who prefer to use
their five senses to process information (sensors) are contrasted with those who view information in
light of either its place in an overarching theory or its future use (intuitors). This sensor vs. intuitor
category is seen by most researchers to be the most important of the four categories for learning
[15, 19]. The ALPs are designed to be effective across a variety of learning styles and personality
preferences. To verify this, we have correlated learning styles, personality preferences, and ALPs
effectiveness in our assessment work. This assessment work is briefly discussed below.

3. Activity Learning Products (ALPs)

Thus far, a total of twenty-eight activities covering various topics for mechanics of materials are
constructed. Although the importance of active learning activities is well recognized, little formal
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guidance in the form of a systematic approach for development exists [51]. To facilitate our development process and to provide a tool to assist other professors in creating their own ALPs, an ALPs
design method was created (See Linsey et al., 2006 for details of the method [52]). A complete set
of ALP materials including student handouts, detailed professor notes, and quick reference cards,
are available at the Active Learning Products for Engineering Education website (www.me.utexas.
edu/~alps/). Surveys of professors who teach mechanics of materials, a review of literature, and
examinations of existing textbooks elucidate some challenging concepts for students. In an effort
to address ways to teach and learn these challenging concepts, each ALP is targeted specifically
for a concept. The ALPs are designed as a supplement to other educational approaches, including
lecture, lab, and other activities.
Each activity includes handouts for the students, a set of professor’s notes, and a quick reference
card for the professor (Figure 3). Each student handout details the learning objectives, required materials, the procedure for the activity, and pertinent questions. The professor’s notes include possible
student responses, salient topics to emphasize, questions to ask during the activity, and extensions to
each activity including suggestions for mini-projects. One other key element of the professor’s notes
to aid in the ease of use is the assignment context. The assignment context suggests ways the activities may be implemented. Depending on the activity, the ALP may be integrated in-lecture (either
individual or group), as homework (individual or team), as a mini lab or as a design competition.

Figure 3. As a tool for implementation, each card provides a quick reference for preparing
for class and while implementing an in-class activity.
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The creation of the series of reference cards supplements the more detailed curriculum for the students and the professors (Figure 3). Each card is designed to be a quick review of the activity to assist
a professor in preparing for class and during an in-class activity. Each card provides the learning objectives, the materials required, and an abbreviated procedure for activity implementation. The reference
cards highlight salient points the professor may want to stress and suggested questions to ask.

4. Example Activities

The ALPs can be classified under five categories: Thought Experiments, Investigations, Hands-on,
Multimedia, and Opportunities for Creativity. Most activities span more than one of the categories.
Thought Experiments require the students to apply conceptual knowledge to a given situation
and make a qualitative conclusion about the situation based on their conceptual understanding of
the topic. Investigations ask the students to search for applications of the concepts and perform
some basic engineering analysis. Hands-on activities involve the direct manipulation of physical
demonstratives. Multimedia activities use the VisMOM software, a software package that presents
interactive multimedia activities and overviews of basic mechanics of materials concepts. Activities
with Opportunities for Creativity provide activities for small-scale design, curiosity, and improving innovation skills. The ALPs are intended as a more effective and efficient means to teach the
important but difficult concepts. The following sections describe and give examples for each of the
five categories of activities. Complete descriptions and all ALPs materials can be found at www.
me.utexas.edu/~alps/.

4.1. Thought Experiments: Matching Loads and Failure Planes
Thought Experiment Activities ask the students to use a concept they have learned, apply it to
a given situation, make a prediction, or answer a simple question. Many of the ALPs have aspects
that are Thought Experiments and other aspects that are Hands-on. This approach allows a single
ALP to meet the needs of students with different learning styles. Thought Experiments tend to bias
toward reflective and intuitive learning styles whereas Hands-on tends to bias towards active and
sensing learners. Within the Kolb model, Thought Experiments encourage reflective observation
and abstract hypothesis & conceptualization.
One example activity in this category is the “Matching Loads and Failure Planes ALP” shown in
Figure 4. For this activity, students apply their knowledge of loading conditions, maximum stress planes,
and failure theories to correctly match the failure plane with the loading conditions. This activity has
many possibilities for assignment context. It can be used as a quick in-class Think-Pair-Share activity
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Figure 4. Example of a Thought Experiment Activity. Students match the loading
conditions to the observed failure.

where the students first think about the problem for a couple of minutes, then turn to a partner and
discuss it. This activity can naturally lead into a larger group discussion to provide ample opportunities
for reinforcement of pertinent concepts, authentic situations for learning engineering vocabulary, and
efficient assessment of learning. The flexibility of curriculum design allows the ALPs to fit into other
contexts including, homework, a quick assessment, or as multiple choice exam questions.

4.2. Investigation Activities: Combined Loading
Investigation ALPs require the students to explore the world around them and find applications
for the theories and concepts being taught. Theses ALPs typically require students to find examples
where a given equation or theory applies in the real-world. Asking students to find real-world examples works well for most engineering concepts since it is an applied field. The Investigation ALPs
are most effective if used as an individual or group homework and then a few minutes is spent in
class reviewing the results.
An example Investigation ALP is the “Identify Items under Combined Loads ALP”. Students identify everyday devices and structures that include combined loading. The students then complete a
table of information including component, type of loading, and a free body diagram for each device
(Table 3). Examples can be found for kitchen appliances, hand tools, power tools, children’s toys,
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Table 3. Example of Combined Loads Worksheet.

sports equipment, homes, local bridges, and on the web. After the students complete the table as
a homework, it is brought to class for group discussion.
This type of ALP helps students access the “concrete experience” step of the Kolb cycle and
move toward the fourth (analysis), fifth (synthesis), and even possibly the sixth (evaluation) levels
of the Bloom’s taxonomy.

4.3. Hands-on ALPs: Brittle and Ductile Failure
Hands-on ALPs allow the students to directly manipulate physical materials to reinforce their
learning. Hands-on experiences are concrete observations of mechanics of materials phenomena.
Within the Kolb model, Hands-on ALPs tend to provide concrete experiences and active experimentation. Hands-on ALPs also support kinesthetic learning experiences. Some of the Hands-on ALPs
also provide opportunities for reflective observation. Students who are sensors on the MBTI tend
to respond very well to these hands-on experiences.
The “Brittle and Ductile Failure” ALP seeks to develop a deeper conceptual understanding of
maximum stress planes and their relationship to the material type. Each student receives a piece of
chalk and a Tootsie Roll. Each student twists the piece of chalk and a Tootsie Roll causing torsional
failure (Figure 5). A second piece of chalk is broken using a bending load. The student compares
the tactile and visual feedback to draw conclusions. The primary objective of this ALP is to help
students understand stress transformations, basic failure theories and differences between brittle
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Figure 5. Failure modes of chalk in torsion (top) and bending (bottom) and Tootsie Roll
in torsion.

materials (like chalk) that fail due to normal stress and ductile materials (like Tootsie Rolls) that fail
due to shear stress. In this light, students are asked to explain the angles on the failure surface and
relate them to predicted failure modes with their associated failure planes. The fact that the brittle
chalk fails at a 45 angle when in torsion allows the student to visually and tactilely correlate this
angle with the maximum normal stress surface. The 90 failure surface for the ductile Tootsie Roll in
torsion is seen to correlate with the maximum shear surface. The professor’s role in this and the other
ALPs is to guide the students through the activity, to provide feedback, and additional explanations
as required. This activity is most effective as an in-class exercise guided by the professor.
4.4. Hands-on ALPs: Foam Rod
Another example of a Hands-on ALP is the “Combined Loading Foam Rod” ALP. It addresses the
three educational objectives of: 1) understanding the differences between normal and shear stresses,
2) relating the different kinds of stress to different loading scenarios and 3) visualizing the stress
distributions through the cross section of the rod. Students are given a section of a flexible foam
rod (Figure 6). Pipe insulation is shown in the Figure 6, but other materials may also be used.
Pairs of students are instructed to manipulate the beam first in axial loading, then bending, then
torsion, and then combinations of these loads as shown on the chart (Figure 7). Note that the chart
the students received does not have the information in the last four columns filled in (Shape, σX (y/n),
τXY (y/n) and Comments). One of the objectives of this activity is to provide students with tactile
and visual information about the effects of different loading conditions. Therefore, it is critical that
the students “feel” the type of loading that creates only normal stresses and simultaneously “see”
that this does not cause angle changes in the stress elements. Alternately, they will “feel” the loading that causes shear stress and “see” that this loading does change the stress element angles from
their original 90 values.
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Figure 6. Foam Rod Deformation.

Figure 7. Completed Chart from the Foam Rod ALP with additional comments.

4.5. Visual Mechanics of Materials Software: Design a Beam to Support a Traffic Light
Visual Mechanics of Materials (VisMOM) is a suite of interactive multimedia covering core concepts
in a standard Mechanics of Materials course. It provides another avenue for students to learn. It is
more visual than a traditional textbook. VisMOM contains hundreds of pictures, sketches, graphics, example problems, and design problems all geared toward providing a visually rich, interactive
environment for students to experience Mechanics of Materials. The VisMOM software gives global
overviews of the topics in each section, then provides students with example problems, and finally
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gives interactive visuals including design problems. The VisMOM software can be downloaded at
www.me.utexas.edu/~alps/resources/index.php.
In the “Design a Beam to Support a Traffic Light” ALP, the students design a beam to support
a traffic light taking into account minimizing cost, safety factors, beam weight, and stress in the
beam. The exercise utilizes the VisMOM software to allow the students to interactively select material properties and cross-section geometry. The VisMOM software provides the students with
the resulting model weight, safety factor, and cost (Figure 8). Multimedia applications tend to be
particularly effective for visual learners and active learners. Multimedia allows active learners to
quickly investigate a concept.

4.6. Opportunities for Creativity: Design and Manufacturing of Torsion Beams
Innovation in engineering is an important skill that young engineers receive little training in and
few opportunities to sharpen this skill outside of their design classes. A number of the ALPs have
innovation opportunities built into them. An example of this type of activity is the “Design and

Figure 8. VisMOM- Design a Beam to Support a Traffic Light.
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Manufacturing of Torsion Beams” ALP. This activity is a Hands-on ALP in which students experiment with the torsional stiffness of various cross-sections. Various beam cross-sections are built
using Crayola Model Magic, a Playdough extruder, and thin sheets of plastic with custom extruder
cross-sections. As a part of this activity, students must experiment with unusual and custom cross
sections that they design. This can be extended to a mini competition by presenting the following
scenario, “Design an aesthetically pleasing support beam.” Table 4 shows the format used to capture
the data from this ALP. Activities which support design and creativity reach the highest level of
Bloom’s taxonomy. The Opportunities for Creativity frequently force the students around the Kolb
cycle. They require the students have concrete experiences building, actively experiment, reflect on
failures, and to model their design to determine if it meets the objectives.

5. Example Assessment Results

The activities were evaluated at three different higher-education schools, a research institution,
The University of Texas at Austin (UT), a primarily teaching institution, the United States Air Force
Academy (USAFA) and a community college, Austin Community College (ACC). A combination of
student opinion surveys, a concept inventory, pre/post activity quizzes and a focus group were used
to evaluate the ALPs. In addition, students’ personality types using Myers-Briggs Personality inventory

Table 4. Cross-sections and relative torsional stiffness record.
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[48–50], learning styles using the Felder-Soloman’s Index of Learning Styles [46] and demographic
information were also recorded and correlated with the other assessment information. In general,
students were positive about the activities and felt their learning experience was improved. The
activities are effective for a range of learning styles, personality types, and for a diverse community of
learners. Measurable increases in learning as compared to a standard lecture are generally observed
(Figure 9). Overall, evaluation of the ALPs shows they are an effective way to bring active learning
into an engineering class and that they enhance learning [53].
Figure 9 shows an example result from the Foam Beam ALP. A short quiz was given before and
after lecture to assess learning. The lecture with an ALP was compared to a traditional lecture without the ALP. The graph shows increased learning with the ALP. Students frequently have difficulty
identifying the types of loads being applied to an object and the resulting stresses. The Foam Beam
ALP was created to assist in overcoming these difficulties. As demonstrated by the pre/post quiz
results, this has successfully been accomplished.

5.1. Effectiveness of the ALPs across Institution Types
One goal for the ALPs is that they be effective across a variety of institutions of higher learning.
The ALPs have been tested at three institutions of higher learning. We use, as one measure, student
survey data to help determine if their effectiveness is limited by institution type. As can be seen
in Figure 10, data for a five question survey is shown for two types of institutions over three different semesters. The table represents data from approximately 150 students. Note that all of the
responses are above at or above the “neutral” level of 3.0 and most are near the “agree.” Overall,

Figure 9. Pre/post lecture quiz results comparing learning from a traditional lecture to a lecture with the Foam Rod ALP (control group n  62, ALP experimental group n  91, n  20 per
section, error bars are / one standard error).
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Figure 10. Student opinions of the Foam Rod ALP across institutions (n  66, 77, 40, 25,
respectively; error bars are / one standard error).

the University of Texas at Austin (UT) students evaluated the ALPs more positively than did the
US Air Force Academy (USAFA). Students believed this activity increased their understanding of
combined loading and it was an effective use of class time.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes the implementation and assessment results for a set of Active Learning
Activities (ALPs) for use in mechanics classes. ALPs are an effective way to bring active learning
into an engineering class and add a tremendously powerful tool to the engineering educator’s
tool chest. ALPs can be used to incorporate active learning into a traditional lecture with almost
no overhead for the professor. The ALPs range from hands-on activities and thought experiments
to multimedia software. A total of twenty-eight activities have been created. A complete description of all activities with student handouts and professor’s notes can be found at www.me.utexas.
edu/~alps/resources/index.php.
Future work will include continued improvements to developing, assessing, and implementing
ALPs that improve the student learning process. ALPs will be created for other engineering topics
and STEM classes. ALPs are shown to be effective for improving learning, students feel they are
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effective, and students desire more active learning activities in their classes. Future publications
will include assessment results at three institutions of higher learning. Also, continued development
and assessment of the PHLIpS Method (Producing Hands-on Learning to InsPire Students) for the
creation of new ALPs will be completed.
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